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Parameterization of the first type  - a basic part of the scientific process – 
 
Such parameterization simplifies the outcomes of a set of complex processes  whose net effect 
collapses to a simple expression of derived from an analog model that explains a given 
observed behavior expressed by verifiable ‘laws.’ That is we know what level of complexity is 
required to describe an outcome and performance is verified. 

The example of the 
‘parameterization’ of Planck black 
body radiation 
There are 3 ‘laws’ or properties of the 
Planck function that have important 
consequences:  
(i) Wien displacement law;  
(ii) Stefan-Boltzmanm Law;   
(iii) Rayleigh-Jeans law 



Parameterization of ‘the second type’  - much of the climate related 
parameterizations are of this type  

 

This is an attempt to express (i.e. model) the net effect of processes that are not resolved 
explicitly and typically not well observed. Simplicity is a necessity with typically the degree of 
complexity that must be retained to express the desired effect being largely unknown or 
highly application dependent. 

The parameterization 
problem of moist 
physics - interactions 
occur over a complex of 
scales 



Parametrization Issues: 

• Microphysical processes 
 
 

• Macro-physical  
– subgrid heterogeneity 
– Convective transport,  
    mixing,…....  
 
 
 

• Cloud-radiation  
    interactions 
 
• Storms,dynamics   
   & severe weather 
 

What the level of simplicity can be tolerated and for what problem? 



Global  

Δ870 m 

Consider now the 
advances that are 
occurring:  these 
challenges  are 

changing in scope: 
Global cloud 

resolving models  
with explicit 
convection.   

NICAM example 



NICAM, 
dx=870m 

We are increasingly moving to 
resolved clouds/convection  in 
models. It is clear this is necessary  
to address extreme precipitation. 
  

It also means the emphasis of the 
‘parameterization’ problem is 
shifting in scale which then shifts 
the emphasis on observational 
needs. 

March, 2018 

Aerosol 

cloud 

Precipitation 
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GAP Model Intercomparison  

Models  underpredict cf observations: 
Differences between polluted and clean are 
smaller than differences between CRMs due 
to differences in the representation of 
microphysics and/or other model physics 
 

observations 

GEWEX Aerosol-Precipitation  (GAP)  
van den Heever & Philip Stier co chairs 

The representation 
of convective 
transport  by all 
model types 
appears 
problematic. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The representation of CMF by all model types is flawed. (a) Vertical velocity from several CRMs (symbols) compared with radar-derived vertical velocity (solid) [2] differ by a factor of 3; (b) Averaged profiles of CMF for a cloud-resolving model (CRM) (blue), a global model using an RH dependent scheme (green), and two other forecast models with RH-independent mass fluxes (modified after [3]);  (c) CMF spread from a simulation of the same convective storms using the same model but different parameterizations;  (d) time series of CMF (solid) and hourly accumulated precipitation (dotted) from 4 different explicit, high-resolution CRMs [4, 5] 



Two challenges: examples where major biases in moist physics exit 

Too few too bright bias 

29 year climatology of LWP 
Elsaesser et al., 2017  Model  LWP about 60% too high cf obs, Stephens et 

al.2019; Cloud physics from space, QJ Roy Met Soc 



Two challenges: examples where major biases in moist physics exist 

Stephens et al., 2010; On The dreary state 
of weather and climate models, JGR 

A GEWEX Process Evaluation Study (PROES) has been formed to  
examine how well models make (warm) rain compared to new 
observational methods –PROES works with modeling groups to 
understand why and how fixes might be developed 𝛽𝛽 = 1.79 

𝛽𝛽 = 0.5 

The drizzle bias 



Precipitation: an Earth system challenge 

Accumulation (total water that falls over some period of time 
~ mean precipitation rate  (GPCP, GPM,CloudSat…) 
The frequency (how often)  (CloudSat) 
The duration (how long)  (inferred from lifecycle, Geo) 
The intensity (the rate when it does rain- GPCP, GPM, 
CloudSat…) 
The sequence (precondition of environment, including eg soil 
moisture) (inferred from lifecycle, Geo) 
The phase: snow or rain   (CloudSat) 

The intensity, sequence  and phase all affect how 
much runs off versus how much soaks into the 
soils. The hydrological consequences are profound  
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Frequency   6.7% 
Intensity   37.5 mm 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Frequency   67% 
Intensity   3.75 mm 

Same monthly accumulation (75mm)  
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Presentation Notes
The intensity and phase affect how much runs off versus how much soaks into the soils. The hydrological consequences are profound 



Precipitation 

Winter high lats: air can’t hold moisture in cold; 
storms: warm and moist southerlies. Clausius-
Clapeyron effect 
T⇒P 

Tropics/summer land: hot and dry or cool 
and wet Rain and cloud cool and air 
condition the planet! 
P⇒T 

Oceans: El Nino high SSTs 
produce rain, ocean forces 
atmosphere  SST⇒P 
 



2 Warmer SSTs &  
reduced surface heat fluxes 

3 Enhanced precipitation,  
latent & radiative heating 

5 Enhanced low-level 
convergence  

3 & 4 Increased high clouds 

1 Weakened easterlies, 
weakened ocean mixing and 
increases SST 

4 Reduced high clouds, drier 
troposphere and enhanced 
radiative cooling to space and 
increased subsidence  

4 Enhanced surface heat 
flux 

ENSO is an example of a coupled dynamical-radiative-convective system – its all about 
heating coupled to dynamics 
Atmosphere produces reinforcing (+ve)  feedbacks and the surface opposing (-ve) feedbacks 
as envisaged in Webster 1994   
 

Regional responses of the condensed water properties (clouds and precipitation) are far 
from linear and do not follow the responses expected from simple CC thermodynamic 
arguments.  

+ve Bjerknes feedback 
 
 

-ve heat flux feedback 
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ENSO – an example of a convectively-coupled system feedback  

e.g. Stephens et al., 2018 
Regional intensification of the 
tropical hydrological cycle during 
ENSO. Geophys. Res. Letters, 45, 
4361–4370.  
Provide quantitative 
estimates of the magnitudes 
of these  feedbacks 



Stephens, G.L., J..Slingo, J.T. Reager, P.Durack, M. Hakuba,R. Roca and J. Worden, 2019; Earth’s water reservoirs in a 
changing climate, Proc. Roy. Soc. (A), invited 

Bigger Earth system impacts 

Sea level interannual variabilities are 
large and shaped by fluctuations to 
Earth’s hydrological cycle and the 
shifts in patterns of precipitation are 
central to the variability observed    



Global salinity: a measure of how precipitation patterns change over our oceans  

Salinity climatology 
Patterns of change  

These patterns 
look the same  

It implies wet regions (fresher ocean water) , become 
wetter and dry (more saline) regions drier  

Adapted from Durack and Wiffels, 2012 



Roca, R., 2019; Estimation of extreme daily precipitation thermodynamic scaling using gridded satellite precipitation 
products over tropical land, Environ. Res. Lett. 14 095009 
  

A result from GEWEX-CLIVAR extremes grand challenge 

Extreme precipitation over tropical land  



Convection: an Earth system challenge 
 
'Uncertainties surrounding convection and its transports limit 
our confidence in predictions and thus their value for decision 
making on all timescales from hours to decades and on all 
space scales from the local to the global'. 

Professor Dame Julia Slingo, Chief Scientist, UK Meteorological Office; 
2016 UKMO strategic science plan. 

Conjecture: the stronger & the more elevated 
the updraft, the more severe is the storm; D-
Train ventures concept, EV-M3 2020 



Convection from space  
Our ability to study the convective process 
from space has been severely limited. The 
vast majority of studies are based on use of 
OLR to identify deep (& cold) clouds. This 
information is used  to defines sizes of 
convective systems, its organization and how 
they move.  
 

Satellite data have, for the most part, 
provided very little information about 
convective storm-scale processes and no 
information about convective transports. 

Wheeler & Kilidas 



Our observational challenge is large – we need observe water in all phases and on a vast 
range of scales and accumulate these on the scale of the whole Earth.  Our ability to make 

such  observations and meet the challenge is progressing 

Earth Obs (EO) Perspective  
• Exploiting the new operational 

observing system  - ISCCP next 
generation major international 
initiative (GEWEX)  - proposing 
2km,10minute global 
 

• US Decadal Survey directions 
(NASA plans with international 
partnerships) –aerosol,cloud 
convection and precipitation 
 

• Other related activities  - NASA 
Ventures opportunities 

 
 

Observations: initiatives of the coming decade 



The coming decade (2017-2027) 

First designated observables under study 
• SBG (surface biology and geology) 
• A +CCP (aerosol+clouds, convection & 

precipitation - rebuilding the A-Train) 



The ‘technology revolution’ 

Stephens et al., 2019; The 
Emerging Technological 
Revolution in Earth Observations,  
    Bull.Amer.Met.Soc. (to appear) 
 
 






CYGNSS,TEMPEST & RainCube view 
of typhoon TRAMI 



Summary 

‘How bad will future rains be?’ 
• Predicting Extreme Precipitation is a major challenge for Earth 

sciences  
• Observing precipitation’s many dimensions is also challenges 

our observing capabilities 
• We expect  to make significant progress in the coming decade 

both through advances in modelling and through new 
initiatives in global observing systems designed specifically to 
advance understanding of convective storms 



Convection from space  
Our ability to study the convective process 
from space has been severely limited. The 
vast majority of studies are based on use of 
OLR to identify deep (& cold) clouds. This 
information is used  to defines sizes of 
convective systems, its organization and how 
they move.  
 

Satellite data have, for the most part, 
provided very little information about 
convective storm-scale processes and no 
information about convective transports. 

Wheeler & Kilidas 





The IR  ‘brightness’  
temperature  is a 
qualitative measure of 
convection only and 
on the ‘cloud’ scale it 
bears little relation to 
precipitation and 
other internal 
processes  Stephens & Smalley, 2019; The cloudy nature of tropical rains, JGR 



1) The spectral radiance geo-ring: 
‘global’ 2km, 10min ~10 channel   
 
2) Implementation of the 
recommendations of the US 
academy recommendations 
 
3) A (technical) revolution of sorts  
 
generation 

Three major initiatives/activities that will shape the EO of the  coming decade   



Exploiting geostationary  advanced imagery – ISCCP next generation 

ISCCP-1:  Sub-Longitudes = -135, -75, 0, 140  (Note Gap over India) 
ISCCP-NG:  Sub-Longitudes  -135, -75, 0, 86.5, 128, 105, 140 
Note Oversampling of Asia 

How should ISCCP-NG Exploit 
this overlap? 
 

This ignores any EUMETSAT 
satellite over the Indian Ocean 
and the Russian Geos. 



5) A vision for the coming decade 

Stephens et al., 2019; The 
Emerging Technological 
Revolution in Earth Observations,  
    Bull.Amer.Met.Soc. (to appear) 
 
 






CYGNSS,TEMPEST & RainCube view 
of typhoon TRAMI 



CYGNSS,TEMPEST & RainCube view 
of typhoon TRAMI 



A tropical inclined observing strategy for 
measuring convective  
transporte 



Spectral and Spatial Solar Reflectance Channels 

Nom Wvl GOES E/W MTG FY4A GEOKOM HIM8 Common 

0.47 1 1 1 1 1 ✔ 

0.51 1 1 1 

0.65 0.5 0.5/1 0.5 0.5 0.5 ✔ 

0.86 1 1 1 1 1 ✔ 

0.91 1 2 

1.38 2 1 2 2 

1.6 1 1 2 1 1 ✔ 

2.2 2 0.5/1 2 1 

Note, all solar channels have on-board calibration unlike past Geo Imagers 



Spectral and Spatial IR 
Nom Wvl GOES E/W MTG FY4A GEOKOM HIM8 Common 

3.8 2 1.0  / 2.0 4 2 2 ✔ 

6.2 2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 

6.9 2 2 2 

7.3 2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 

8.5 2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 

9.6 2 2 2 2 

10.4 2 1.0 / 2.0 2 2 

11.2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 

12.4 2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 

13.3 2 2 4 2 2 ✔ 



The coming decade (2017-2027) 

First designated observables under study 
• SBG (surface biology and geology) 
• A +CCP (aerosol+clouds, convection & 

precipitation - rebuilding the A-Train) 



CYGNSS,TEMPEST & RainCube view 
of typhoon TRAMI 



New possibilities 
Imagine 

An observing system built as a clustered of 
observations 

So now we have profiles of ΔZ, Z and  

ΔZ versus updraft velocity 
Convective mass flux  

Retrieval performance 
applied to large CRM 

ensemble  



• The Decadal Survey has identified “Cloud, Convection and Precipitation (CCP)” as highest-priority 
Designated program element, whose goal is to use spaceborne multi-frequency radars and radiometers to 
– observe the coupled cloud-precipitation state and dynamics … 
– monitor global hydrological cycle and understand contributing processes including cloud feedbacks … 

• Scientists from ISRO (e.g., Drs. Chandra Kishtawal & Prantik Chakraborty, SAC) and other Indian 
agencies/universities (e.g., Dr. K. J. Ramesh, IMD; Prof. J. Srinivasan, IIS) already have informal 
collaborations with JPL on CCP-related studies. We would like to invite ISRO and Indian scientists and 
engineers to collaborate with JPL scientists and engineers in studies to 
– quantify science requirements and the benefits of different observation strategies,  
– evaluate different instrument(s) definition and combination(s), orbit(s) configuration, 
– devise analysis strategies to improve scientific understanding and ability to predict, from nowcasting to climate 

scales. 

A CCP community workshop of this nature is planned for the summer of 2018, and we welcome the 
participation from our Indian colleagues.  

• Within agency constraints, we further welcome the ISRO partnership to jointly implement the most 
effective mission concept derived from these studies, and acquire information that would be of the 
greatest benefit to both. 
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Development of Spaceborne Weather Radars 



 6) Convection from space  
Our ability to study the convective process 
from space has been severely limited. The 
vast majority of studies are based on use of 
OLR to identify deep (& cold) clouds. This 
information is used  to defines sizes of 
convective systems, its organization and how 
they move.  
 

Satellite data have, for the most part, 
provided very little information about 
convective storm-scale processes and no 
information about convective transports. 

Wheeler & Kilidas 



Simply put: 
The IR  ‘brightness’  
temperature  is no 
measure of convection 
on the ‘cloud’ scale 
and bears little relation 
to precipitation and 
other internal 
processes  Stephens & Smalley, 2018; The cloudy nature of tropical rains, JGR in prep  



MCSs Over the Whole Tropics 
~70% of  tropical rains falls from ‘MCS’ – yet these are not a 

mode of convection in global ESMs 
Smallest 25% (<12,000 km2) 

Largest 25% (>40,000 km2) 

“Superclusters” 

Yuan and Houze 2010 

MODIS/AMSR-E  
MODIS identifies cold 
                                   top 
AMSRE locates the 
                    raining core 
Cloudsat for anvils  
 

Using A-Train observations to 
document MCS properties  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size of MCS is size of cold cloud top. To qualify as MCS, must have large cold cloud top, large rain area, and some heavy rain. This figure shows spatial distribution of active MCSs. Color of each point shows the number of active MCSs found within a circular area with radius of five degrees centered on that point. (a) Small separated MCSs (<12,000km2; i.e., the smallest 25%) in DJF, (b) large separated MCS (>40,000km2; i.e., the largest 25%) in DJF, (c) connected MCS in DJF, (d)-(f) same as (a)-(c) except for JJA. 



Yashiro et al. (2016, SOLA) 

An emerging fact: predicting the most intense 
rains requires an explicit (and resolved) 
representation of convection as for example 
expressed in the 870m NICAM simulations 



Prospects for global observations of the dynamics of convective storms   
 

{Models and parameterization  
aramterizationComments on precipitation, and extremes 





MCSs Over the Whole Tropics 
~70% of  tropical rains falls from ‘MCS’ – yet these are not a 

mode of convection in global ESMs 
Smallest 25% (<12,000 km2) 

Largest 25% (>40,000 km2) 

“Superclusters” 

Yuan and Houze 2010 

MODIS/AMSR-E  
MODIS identifies cold 
                                   top 
AMSRE locates the 
                    raining core 
Cloudsat for anvils  
 

Using A-Train observations to 
document MCS properties  
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The epic flooding in Pakistan in 
2010, 2011,and 2012 occurred 
due to the precipitation 
produced by mesoscale 
convective systems (MCS) 

Flooding in SC, 2015 

Convection: an Earth system 
challenge 

Conjecture: the 
stronger & the 
more elevated the 
updraft, the more 
severe is the storm; 
Stormsat EV-I 2015 



• GISS SST 
• CERES EBAF 2000-2015  

– TOA, surface radiative fluxes 
• Scatterometer 2000-2009  

– Surface winds, convergence/divergence 
• Aqua – AIRS,MODIS 2003-2015  

– clouds, humidity 
• CloudSat-CALIPSO 2006-2011  

–  vertical cloud profiles, radiative heating rate profiles heating 
• GPCP – 1978-2015 

– Precipitation, with ECMWF divergence defines ITCZ location & extent 
• DMSP-based microwave 1984-2015 climatology (NASA measures)  

– cloud liquid water, water vapor   
• OA Woods Hole turbulent fluxes (OAflux) 
• MERRA & ERA  reanalysis 

GISS SSTs, Nino3, Nino3ex 

Wm-2 

2000-2015 CERES 
Atmospheric radiative Heating   

kgm-2 

1984-2015 mean CWV 
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